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In this special report, I’m gonna answer questions from readers about the Natural Vibing

course.

At the end, I’ll give you the skinny on all of the special bonuses and what you need to do

to get them – especially the last one, which I’m sure you’ll want.

If you’re anxious to learn about the bonuses you can scroll down to the bottom of this

report and find out what they are and how to get them.

But I suggest reading the whole report because there is a lot of important information

here.  

What Was Your Inspiration For Making The Natural

Vibing Course?

A couple of reasons…

First of all…natural Vibing has always been in the background.

Because vibing used to be one of my weaknesses, I worked my fanny off to make it a

strength.

However…

Back in the day, I believed most guys – especially good looking ones – were naturally

good at vibing.

Not being able to vibe was something uniquely wrong with me, I thought.

So I never felt a need to discuss it with anyone. It was just something I secretly worked

on in private.

The same way, I suppose, some guys secretly practice their dance moves before hitting

the club.

But over time I discovered that most guys – even the male model types – couldn’t vibe

with women if their life depended on it.

If fact, I realized I wasn’t unique at all. So much of my struggles were a carbon copy of

what other men went through. I always find it funny when we think something is

uniquely wrong with us and then discover that other people also have that problem.

Second point…



Most of the available material on rapport and connection teaches men to befriend

women in the most nonsexual way.

This is not vibing. First and foremost, vibing should always contain lots of sexual tension

and leave the door open to move your interaction with women in a sexual direction – be

it a girlfriend, wife, one-night-stand, booty call… or whatever. (More on this later on.)

Third point…

A couple years ago I started doing a useful exercise… one that really improves your

skill with women. Something more guys need to do.

Many guys spend a huge amount of time beating themselves up about what they did

wrong in their interactions with women.

Instead, I started asking myself what I did right.

What I discovered was this… The one thing almost all of my success stories had in

common was that I created a strong vibe with the woman.

Also, I noticed that this was prevalent in almost all of my friends success stories with

women.

These three reasons – that most guys cannot vibe,  that there’s no decent material on

vibing available, and that it’s something almost all success stories with women have in

common – really got my ass into gear to step up to the plate and teach people how to

actually vibe with women.

What Was Your First Success With Natural Vibing?

You might have heard the story I’m about to tell. It’s an experience that really woke me

up from my gimp slumbers and made me realize how women actually work.

Because vibing played such an important role, I’m gonna share it with you in the context

of vibing.

One night I was out at a nightclub with a ladies man friend of mine.

My eyes spotted this gorgeous Swedish girl standing outside the woman’s restroom.

Her boobs were butted together and partially exposed by her scantly top. The tiny piece

of fabric she was donning also revealed her belly button ring and washboard abs.

But it gets better…

This hard body sported a perfect angelic face: Big round fuck-me-now green eyes, full

lips, and long blond hair.



I actually mustered up the courage to ask her what her name was. She told me and

then asked mine.

But before I could answer, my ladies man friend swooped in and took over.

A few minutes later, her friend walked out of the bathroom: A spitting image of her

except four inches taller.

Instead of throwing me a bone, my friend likes to have his cake and eat too. The

bastard took both girls for himself.

 Anyway, he ended up getting their phone number.

A few months passed by.

Then my buddy called me up out of the blue and asked if I remembered the Swedish

girls.

I said, “Yeah, for sure I do.”

He said, “They work as masseuses and since my back is hurting I’m hiring one of them

to work on me for an hour. The girls might be down to hang out after. You wanna come

with?”

I said, “Sure, why not.”

When we got to their house, my friend picked one of the girls and went off to get his

massage.

Meanwhile I was stuck hanging out with the other girl. At first, it was a bit awkward. She

wasn’t mean. There just wasn’t any chemistry there.

Then I started applying certain vibing techniques. And she started warming up to me.

Next, I used a special vibing technique to turn the interaction sexual (one I will tell you a

bit more about later in this report) and we ended up hooking up.

When my buddy’s massage was up, he decided to have the girl I just hooked up with

give him a massage as well.

I was stuck hanging out with the other girl.

So what did I do? The exact same thing I did on the first one and ended up hooking up

with her as well. When my friend finished with the massage, the four of us hung out for

a bit. The funny part was, the girls were clueless that I’d hooked up with both of them.

After a few drinks my friend and I hugged the girls goodbye and takeoff.



Because my friend has a big mouth I restrained myself from making a peep about what

happened.

But a couple days later my friend called me and said, “Those Swedish girls really hate

you. They said you did something kinda shady to them.”

The next time I hung out with them, the girls were very cold towards me. But I started

applying a new set of vibing techniques I had been developing.

After a little bit, I got both girls laughing, joking, and literally clawing at me. Because my

friend is used to being the center of attention, he was a little annoyed to say the least.

A few months later, I brought another friend of mine over the Swede’s house. I told him

that the girls are really fun and easy to hook up with. Considering that he’s a smart,

good looking guy, I thought, he should have no problem hooking up with either of them.

But the girls were turned off by him.

You know why?

He didn’t know how to vibe with them.

Years later, once I gained much more of a conscious awareness of these techniques, I

ran into the girls again. I was able to weave a slew of very powerful vibing techniques

into my interaction with them.

By the end of the night, we were all having a pillow fight on the bed of one of the girls.

With the same nonchalant ease a child scarfs down candy during Halloween, we all

started kissing. First, I made out with one; then the other. Next, we shared a three way

kiss. Then it turned to sex. But the whole thing was so organic. It just spontaneously

happened.

I attribute vibing to this outcome. Simply, if I couldn’t vibe, this would have never

happened.

Is Natural Vibing Hard To Master?

Yes – if you don’t have someone to teach you the underlying structures. It’s like a blind

man trying to find a needle in a haystack.

But if you have someone to spell out the underlying structures to you, then you can

master this stuff in a very short time.



Small caveat: You still need to put in the work. You aren’t gonna master this stuff

through osmosis.

Will Natural Vibing Work On Women If Thousands Of

Men Start Using It?

The emphasis of this course is on understanding – both on a cognitive and emotional

level – the structures behind vibing. Not on regurgitating lines you learn from me.

Don’t get me wrong… The course is packed with hundreds of examples you could

memorize and you’d probably get a great reaction from women.

I’m positive that’s what many guys will do. After six months or so, a lot of women will

have heard the majority of examples from the course.

But if you take the time to learn the underlying structures behind vibing, you’re immune

from this material becoming over exposed. While a pick up line will only work once –

maybe twice – on the woman, these underlying structures work ad infinitum.

Plus, you’re gonna be a thousand times more effective if you take the time to

understand these structures.

I know of a few other teachers who harp on understanding over regurgitation. God bless

them.

But, alas, their motivation for saying this stems from their lack of ability to give concrete

examples of what they’re talking about. They have guys thinking that attraction and

vibing is this ethereal aura that one becomes.

I’m a no B.S. kinda guy. These charlatans make me gag. Creating sexual vibes with a

woman is the result of manifesting specific patterns of behavior and communication.

The best way to learn these patterns is through lots of excruciatingly specific examples.

That’s what I feed your brain in Natural Vibing.

Is This A Seduction Course Or Just A Course On

Connecting & Vibing With Women? Does Focusing On

Vibing Risk Falling Into Friends Zone? Is Vibing About

Being A Nice Guy To Women?

I’m really glad people asked these questions because there’s something I’ve been

wanting to get off my chest for a while.



I’ll be completely honest… What I’m about to say might turn some people off. But I’m a

straight shooter and say what I feel regardless of offending one or two people.

I’ve been pretty vocal about my disdain for the majority of material out there on rapport

and connecting with others… and for a good reason…

The long and short of what these guys teach men is this… At first, act gay or nonsexual

with women. Then once they think you’re not a sexual threat, go in for the kill.

This is not vibing, my friend.

When I vibe with attractive women, they have no disillusionments about me. To put it

bluntly, they very well know that if they keep interacting with me my penis is gonna be in

their vagina.

Natural Vibing is not just a course on learning to be more social with women.

This course is about creating powerful sexual and emotional vibes.

By the time you finish listening to Natural Vibing, you’ll realize that this is one of the

most – if not the most – hard core seduction courses I’ve put together.

There are two big vibing mistakes I see guys make.

One is that once they’re in an intense vibe, they stop using Prizability, sexual tension,

and push-pull. This slots them into let-just-be-friends zone.

The other is that they keep using Prizability, sexual tension, and push-pull in exactly the

same way they did when first meeting her. At a certain point, this begins to eat away at

the vibe.

But through trial and error I’ve discovered a special way you want to use Prizability,

sexual tension, and push-pull once you’ve created a powerful vibe with a woman. One I

haven’t really discussed up until now.

This is explained in excruciating detail inside Natural Vibing.

As for the nice guy thing…

This makes me chuckle. Turning that switch in a woman’s mind that makes her think, “I

like that guy, he’s cool,” has nothing to do with being nice or being an ass.

You’re looking in the wrong place, my man.

It has to do with using communication structures that tap into a part of her brain that

compels her to identify with you. One of many I’m going to teach you is derived from a



story telling technique discovered by Dr. Joseph Campbell. Using this structure compels

women to identify with who you are as a person. Funny enough, most natural

storytellers almost religiously but unconsciously use this structure.

But there’s a dark side to these techniques – and many naturals know this. Once you

master them you can treat women poorly and they’ll still like you. That’s because you’ve

tapped into structures in her limbic brain that compel her to emotionally rationalize

anything nasty you do to her as being something forgivable.

I’m not a fan of mistreating women… and will be horrified if I find out guys are using this

technology to hurt women. At the same time, though, I wanna highlight the power of this

technology.

Is There Any Info About Getting Sexual With Girls In

The Course.

Oh yes… Inside you’ll learn a special type of vibing designed to get very sexual with

women you’ve just met. You’ll learn secrets to making women feel 100% comfortable

letting their naughty side out with you – even if you’ve only known them for a few

minutes.

What Does The Natural Vibing Course Come With?

- 8 digitally recorded CDs: I could have spread this course over 16 or 20 CDs. But

I decided to go with 8. Don’t be deceived. Each CD is packed to brim with never

discussed secrets to attraction and vibing with women.

- A workbook designed to burn these concepts and structures into your brain,

giving you a deep understanding of how to use them on the fly without the need

to memorize a script to spew to women.

What are the bonuses You’ve Been

Telling Us About?

Bonus # 1 : Using Vibing To Turn Friends Into Lovers



Only available for the first 48 hours after the release

Many guys wanting to turn a friend into a lover think they vibe great with the woman.

The problem is, they believe, she doesn’t feel attraction for them.

But the reality is… although they’re friends with the girl, they don’t have any vibe with

her. She either uses them as a free meal ticket with feet or therapist. Or even worse,

feels sorry for them.

Sometimes there is a vibe there. But it isn’t a vibe that turns sexual.

Inside this bonus you’ll learn how to create the right type of vibe to turn the relationship

sexual.

Many people have read and enjoyed my special report on How To Turn A Friend Into A

Lover.  What I talk about in this bonus goes way beyond what I discussed in the How To

Turn A Friend Into A Lover special report.

You’re gonna learn how to apply many of the techniques from Natural Vibing to turning

female friends into lovers.

Bonus # 2: The Inner Game To Vibing & Attraction

Only available for the first 2 hours after the release

About a month ago I was out with a student.

He’s a pretty shy guy and hasn’t approached many women in his life.

After demonstrating an approach to him, I had him mosey up to two women standing by

the bar.

As soon as he approached, the girls tore his heart out by telling him to come back and

talk to them after he’s lost 100lbs.

His poor hands were shaking. All he wanted to do is go home. Rightfully so, man. Those

rhymes-with-witches spewed some nasty verbal venom at him.

But I used an inner game technology on him I’ve been developing.



 As a result, he ended up approaching 9 groups of women that night. And because he

was in the right state of mind, all of the attraction and vibing techniques worked.

With the exception of one, all of the women loved him. He ended up getting four phone

numbers and making out with a girl for the first time in a nightclub.

Getting four numbers and a make out may not be a big deal for you.

But for a guy who had virtually no experience with women, this is a huge success.

Just imagine what it would be like if you had utter control over your state? What would it

be like if you were brimming with confidence every time you approached a girl?

I truly believe this info will help guys at any skill level: Whether a guy is a dilapidated

gimp with women or a Casanova with da ladies, he’s been in a bad state before. We all

have. What you’ll learn is how to quickly snap out of it. This info is so good, it may

become part of a future course one day.

Bonus # 2: In Field Boot Camp With A Guy Who’s Taught

Yours Truly, Swinggcat, A Lot About Vibing

Only available for the first 1/2 hour after the release

A good friend of mine is pound-for-pound one of the best natural ladies men in the world

right now. He’s a bonafide hard hitting pro when it comes to vibing with and attracting

women. But I guarantee you haven’t heard of him. He’s kinda an uncrowned king.

At my level, it takes a lot to impress me. And very rarely can someone show me

something I don’t already know. This guy is the exception. He’s that good.

While he’s a very bright guy, he has a terrible memory. So he couldn’t memorize pick up

lines if his life depended on it. As a result, he pays attention to structure and behavioral

patterns. This is probably a big reason why he’s become so good with women.

Let me share a quick story with you to demonstrate his prowess with the ladies.

One night he and I went out to a trendy nightclub. He started making out with the hottest

girl in the joint.

I took the girl’s friend and the four us went back to their place. To separate the girls I

had sex with mine in the bathroom. He did his in the bedroom.



About an hour later we were finished with the girls. Since it was early, we decided to go

to another night club. Guess what? Twenty minutes after being there, he ends up

leaving with the hottest girl. He ended up doing her in her car. That’s two super hot one-

night-stands in a single night.

While my buddy is truly gifted with women, he doesn’t really have an interest in being a

professional dating coach.

But after haggling back-and-forth, I’ve twisted his arm into teaching some of my most

dedicated students.

So here’s  the deal…and what I’m about to do is huge. In fact, I’ve never done

something like this before…

Everyone who reserves a copy of Natural Vibing within the first ½ hour will get an infield

boot camp with my friend. (I don’t even wanna get into what this would cost under

normal circumstances.) This is a huge opportunity.

Small warning: If too many people reserve a copy of Natural Vibing within the first ½

hour, we may have to remove the bonus prematurely. There’s only so many people he

can teach.

So if you want this bonus I suggest reserving your copy of natural vibing the second we

release the course. That’s this Sunday April 13 th  at noon 12:00 PM eastern time.

here.

Talk to you tomorrow,

P.S., You can check out my website here P.P.S., If you have a question or comment for

me, I can be reached at: swinggcatsuccessstory@yahoo.com

To get important updates about the course go 

http://www.realworldseduction.com/vibingsneakpeek.htm
http://www.realworldseduction.com/
mailto:swingcatsuccesssstory@yahoo.com

